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Isla de los Estados was discovered in 1616 by
Schouten and Le Maire, who named it in honor of
their native land, Holland. The first naturalists to visit
the island, J . and G. Forster, A. Sparrman, and W.
Anderson, did not arrive until late 1774 when Captain
Cook anchored off Islas Año Nuevo on his second
voyage. Collections were made at that time only from
Islas Aiio Nuevo, off the north coast of Isla de los
Estados. The late 18th and 19th centuries saw several
noted plant collectors on Isla de los Estados: Menzies
in 1787, Foster in 1828, Spegazzini in 1882, Hahn in
1882, Alboff in 1896, and Racovitza in 1898. Skottsberg visited the island in 1902 at the start of the
Swedish South-Polar Expedition and again in 1903,
after the wreck of the Antarctica. Few visits have been
recorded since; Hicken in 1912 and Castellanos in
1933-1934 were the only plant collectors until the
last decade saw a renewed activity.
A survey of the vertebrates, arthropods, and marine
biota was undertaken during Hero Cruise 71-2 (Flint,
1971). Consequently, one of the objectives of Cruise
71-5 was to survey the terrestrial plant life of the
island.

The island lies off the eastern tip of Tierra del
Fuego and is separated from the Antarctic Peninsula
by the Drake Passage. Its long axis runs east—west and
extends for about 60 kilometers. Both the north and
south coasts are indented by a series of bays and harbors, many fiord-like, some of which almost bisect the
island (fig. 1). For example, Puertos Cook and Vancouver are separated by only a low narrow ridge about
600 meters wide.
The evergreen forest that characterizes the western
edge of Chile continues east along the islands south of
Isla Grande de Tierra del Fuego and extends to the
eastern tip of Isla de los Estados. This forest type is
lacking in the Argentine part of Isla Grande, except
for a strip along the southeastern coast. The strong
westerly and southwesterly winds that prevail at this
latitude affect markedly the vegetation of the western
end of the island, especially at Cabo San Bartolomé.
Not hof agus grows here only in low to prostrate windshorn groves in a landscape marked by tussock grass
and cushion plants (fig. 2). Although evergreen
Nothofagus, N. bet uloides, form the greater part of
the forests, and the only deciduous Not hof agus present,
N. antarcticus, are limited to higher elevations near
treeline, the cryptogamic flora on the boles is more
reminiscent of the deciduous Nothofagus forest in the
central part of the Strait of Magellan than the evergreen Nothofagus forest to the west. Only rarely does
the bryophyte cover approach the density and thick-
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Figure 1. Inner harbor of Puerto Hoppner. Outer harbor is in
background.
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Figure 2. Tussock grass (Poo Rabeltafa) and cushion plants (Bolax
gummilera) on north slope of Peninsula do Cabo San Bartolom.
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ness that characterizes the evergreen forests of the
Chilean archipelago. It is clear that any attempt to
describe the plant communities or associations on Isla
de los Estados must include the lichens and bryophytes.
The itinerary of Cruise 71-5 was designed to survey
both the north and south coasts of the island along the
east-west axis. R/V Hero departed Punta Arenas on
October 11, 1971, and returned on November 14,
1971. All landings are shown in fig. 3 and may be
summarized as follows: Bahia Buen Suceso (October
13-14), Bahia Valentin (October 15-16), Bahia
Crossley (October 17-18), Isla Observatorio (October
19), Isla Alférez Goifre (October 20), Puerto Roca
(October 21), Puerto Basil Hall (October 22), Puerto
Cook (October 23-24), Puerto San Juan del Salvamento (October 25-26), Puerto Vancouver (October
28-29), Bahia Primera (October 30), Puerto Celular
(October 31-November 1), Puerto Alexander (November 2), Bahia Capitan Cánepa (November 3-4),
Peninsula de Cabo San Bartolomé (November 5),
Bahia Flinders (November 6-7), Puerto Hoppner (November 8-9), Puerto Parry (November 10-11), Bahia
Crossley (November 11), and Bahia San Sebastian
(November 13). At each landing, an effort was made
to sample littoral, bog, heath, scrub, forest and alpine
sites. The three bays visited on Isla Grande de Tierra
del Fuego (Bahia Buen Suceso, Bahia Valentin, and
Bahia San Sebastian) yielded data for comparison
with the flora across the Estrecho de la Maire.
Personnel of the expedition included specialists in
the variousplant groups. Lichens were collected by
Dr. H. A. Irnshaug, assisted by Mr. Karl E. Ohisson
(Michigan State University) ; bryophytes, both hepat-

ics and mosses, by Mr. Mike Ostafichuk (University
of Alberta), hepatics by Dra. Gabriela G. Hässel de
Menendez and mosses by Prof. Celina M. Matteri
(Museo Argentino de Ciencias Naturales, Bernardino
Rivadavia, Buenos Aires, Argentina); vascular plants
by Dr. T. R. Dudley (U. S. National Arboretum),
assisted by Mr. Garrett E. Crow (Michigan State University) and Mrs. R. N. P. Goodall (Est. Harberton,
Tierra del Fuego). The plant collections (excluding
duplicates) total 7,958 from Isla de los Estados plus
an additional 1,573 from Isla Grande de Tierra del
Fuego. These may be broken down into groups as
follows:
Lichens
Bryophytes
Vascular plants

Isla Grande
661
632
280

Isla de los Estados
3,554
2,991
1,413

Dr. Dudley, Dra. Hässel de Menendez, Dr. Imshaug,
and Prof. Matteri will work up their own collections.
The mosses collected by Mr. Ostafichuk will be studied
by Dr. Dale Vitt (University of Alberta), and his
hepatics will be studied by Dr. John Engel (Michigan
State University). The results of these studies will be
presented in a flora of Isla de los Estados to be pub-

lished in the Antarctic Research Series.

While it is premature to evaluate the scientific results of the survey, it may be stated that much valuable
information has been obtained as to the morphology,
taxonomy, and ecological requirements of little known,
critical species. Of special interest to biogeographers
was the unexpected discovery of many lichen species
that were presumed to have their southern limits north
of the Strait of Magellan. A possible explanation for
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Figure 3. Isla de los Estados, with
landing sites (dots) from which
collections were made.
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this disjunct occurrence is the apparently greater
amount of sunshine than in the intermediate channel
district.
Peat cores were taken with a Davis peat sampler
from three sites (Puerto Vancouver, Puerto Celular,
and Bahia Crossley), with the greatest depth (9.5
meters) being reached at Bahia Crossley.
In addition to the botanical survey, a program of
bottom grab sampling of the waters surrounding Isla
de los Estados was carried out by Mr. Meade Cadot
for Dr. R. L. Kaesler (University of Kansas). This
was designed primarily for the study of Ostracoda and
entailed a grid sampling technique. A total of 35 stations were sampled, and about two-thirds of these
were located on the shelf off the north coast. In addition, 18 stations were sampled in harbors, 14 of these
being around Isla de los Estados. A study of these
samples should provide a knowledge of the variation
in the ostracode fauna found on the shelf surrounding
the island and on the upper part of the slope on the
south side, down to about 500 meters.
Mr. Dean A. Shinn, from the Smithsonian Oceanographic Sorting Center, assisted in the bottom sampling and preserved macroscopic organisms brought
up during the sampling program as well as the marine
biota collected from 19 shore and baited net stations.
The shore stations included a variety of environments
in the intertidal zone. This material complements that
obtained in Cruise 71-2.
Since Cruise 71-5 visited Isla de los Estados during
the nesting season for waterfowl and sea birds, we
were fortunate in observing breeding colonies of
Eudyptes crestatus (rockhopper penguin), Spheniscus
magellanicus (magellanic penguin), and Macronectes
giganteus (giant petrel). Humphrey et al. (1970)
regarded all three as nonbreeding residents of Tierra
del Fuego. At least 1,000 pairs of rockhopper penguins
were in a rookery in the southeastern corner of Bahia
Franklin. Rookeries of the magellanic penguin were
seen at Bahia Flinders, Isla Observatorio, and Isla
Alférez Goifre. About 30 pairs of the giant petrel were
seen on the ridge of the Peninsula de Cabo San
Bartolomé.
Isla de los Estados is relatively free of introduced
grazing mammals. Goats, apparently released 30-40
years ago, were seen only at Bahia Crossley, Bahia

Flinders, and Peninsula de Cabo San Bartolomé. Cat.
tle released Ca. 1963 at Bahia Crossley are still confined to that region. Rabbits were seen only on Isla
Observatorio. It is hoped that every effort will be
made to prevent further introductions, since Isla
de los Estados still has many large areas of natural
ecosystems which await detailed study.
The success of Cruise 71-5 is due in no small measure to the interest, resourcefulness, and ingenuity
shown by Captain Liberty and his crew. It is also with
sincerest thanks that the scientists call attention to
their genuine hospitality, courtesy, good nature, and
cooperation.
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Journal

editor takes new position

K. G. Sandved, director of the Polar Information Service, has moved to another position in
the National Science Foundation.
Mr. Sandved came to the Foundation in 1962
to organize a clearinghouse for antarctic information that later evolved into the Polar Information Service. As part of his responsibilities,
he was instrumental in founding the Antarctic
Journal and has served as its editor since the
first issue appeared in 1966.
Mr. Sandved is now Special Assistant to the
Deputy Assistant Director for the National and
International Programs directorate, which includes the Office of Polar Programs.
Guy G. Guthridge, who has been technical
editor of the Journal during the past year, replaces Mr. Sandved as editor and is presently
acting director of the Polar Information
Service.
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